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Expressive 
minimalism

Liquid Tom Dixon

Liquid is a unique collaboration between Tom Dixon and 
VitrA, bringing the British designer’s philosophy of expressive 
minimalism to the bathroom. 

The collection evokes a sense of permanence with soft  
and rounded forms in durable white porcelain. Contrast 
and definition is delivered via a supporting cast of solid 
taps, showering solutions and iconic accessories. 

Expressive of function and instinctive in use, the 
comprehensive collection encompasses enduring  
ceramic silhouettes and shapely brassware and  
showers – an integrated system offset by harmonious 
furniture and a range of wall tiles. 

∙—
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Liquid Tom Dixon

Designed to stand the test of time, the Liquid collection 
provides the vision for the bathroom of tomorrow – defining  
a new standard in bathroom products for home, hospitality 
and commercial spaces.

The lines of Liquid are unmistakably contemporary but 
also call on a forgotten sense of solidity – a permanence 
more often associated with the ceramics and engineering 
heritage of the Victorian era.

Timelessness

∙—
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Tom DixonLiquid

Expressive of self-care and wellbeing, the curves of Liquid’s 
ceramics chime with robustly rounded brassware that is 
compellingly tactile and intuitive to use. Working in unity, 
the collection’s generous proportions and materiality 
eradicate sharp edges from the bathroom.

The fact that it’s all incredibly easy to clean is a practical 
and enduring benefit of Liquid’s smooth-edged aesthetic 
not to be overlooked.

Generosity

∙—
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Tom DixonLiquid

The bones of this collection are the all-white ceramics, 
offset with signature chunky brassware in either gloss 
black or classic chrome finish – a quintessential and 
timeless core aesthetic for the bathroom.

However you choose to use it, Liquid is the foundation  
of a truly personal bathroom.

A monochrome 
aesthetic 

∙—
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Creativity in 
ceramics

∙—

Liquid

Extending sculptural ceramics beyond the traditional  
realms of basins and sanitaryware, the collection  
includes the unusual feature of a rotund moulded  
ceramic stool – for use in the shower or anywhere  
else in the home.

Practical and slab-like ceramic countertops and shelves  
are an integral part of the Liquid language, while the  
soft-edged aesthetic also forms an expressive frame  
for an obround-shaped mirror with inbuilt lighting. 

∙—

Tom Dixon
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Liquid Tom Dixon

Liquid’s brassware combines conical handles with 
exuberant tubular bodies. Easy to use and joyfully 
communicative of function, the range of taps and 
showers comes in two finishes: gloss black and chrome.

Ten variants of taps include wall-mounted mixers in 
short and long-spouted versions along with deck and 
built-in options in standard and tall formats. Touchless 
taps are available in two heights for both inset and 
countertop use.

Tactile elegance

∙—
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Liquid’s washbasins span an expressive range from discrete 
inset solutions to wall-hung, countertop and freestanding 
options.  

A butler sink, obround-shaped basin and cylindrical high 
bowl are part of the armoury along with a wall-mounted 
double basin. Countertop options are designed to rest on 
Liquid’s ultra-practical ceramic slab, and wall-hung variants 
can be paired with a ceramic pedestal.

A statement monoblock basin moulded as a single piece of 
ceramic is designed for use with wall or floor-mounted taps. 
In contrast, a wall-mounted basin extends the horizontal 
plane in a seamless integration of bowl and counter.

Trusted 
materiality

∙—

Liquid Tom Dixon
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Liquid Tom Dixon

The classic bathroom palette of black, white and chrome  
is complemented in Liquid’s furniture options. 

Under-washbasin closed storage offers a choice of 
scalloped stripes of Scandinavian glass or the robust 
stamp of perforated black metal mesh. With internal 
shelves of glass, the units can be floor or wall mounted. 
An open-storage alternative introduces contrasting 
lozenges of blue glass shelving oversailing a simple 
frame.

The collection’s core palette is further extended in a 
choice of embossed wall tiles – offering understated 
tactility and infinite options for seamless personal 
creativity.

The supporting 
cast 

∙—
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Liquid

∙—

Tom Dixon

Tom Dixon’s signature conical theme is extended to 
expressive showerheads and controls – either wall or 
ceiling mounted. An integrated hand-held showering 
option makes use of an innovative, easy to use magnetic 
connection, while a floor-mounted outdoor shower 
provides solutions for poolside and garden use.

Refined 
attraction
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Liquid Tom Dixon

Liquid’s soft monumental forms are unapologetically 
celebrated in the collection’s rounded sanitaryware. 

All models make use of VitrA’s Rim-ex rimless technology 
for superior hygiene performance. Bidets and WCs come 
in wall-hung or floor-mounted designs, and the urinal 
uses touchless technology.

Flowing 
silhouettes

∙—
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Liquid

Liquid’s tile collection is an interchangeable system 
comprising five colours in plain tiles and four different 
embossed patterns.

The wall tiles in dot or linear décor can be combined 
in abstract tessellations across a colour palette that 
expands Liquid’s core monochrome with grey, ecru  
and sage green. 

Endless 
possibilities

∙—

Tom Dixon
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Liquid Tom Dixon

Extending the tubular language of Liquid’s brassware, 
a suite of accessories including a towel hook, toilet 
roll holder, toilet brush and double soap dispenser is 
available.

Liquid’s accessories range is enhanced by robust and 
round-edged ceramic shelves in two lengths.

Stylised 
enrichment

∙—
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Tom DixonLiquid

Technical
information
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Furniture

Body finish Open shelf finish*

Matt black  
lacquer

Fluted glass

Door finishes

Matt black 
metal mesh

Blue glass

Gloss black

Brassware

Chrome

Ceramic sanitaryware

White

*For 66738 washbasin unit only.

Liquid Tom Dixon

∙—
Colours

∙—
Suggested 
combinations   
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Liquid Tom Dixon

Description Code  
With washbasin hole,  7310B403-1826  
with tap hole
With washbasin hole,  7310B403-1828  
without tap hole

Description Code  
Washbasin unit  66742 

Washbasin unit with metal 
mesh doors* 100cm

Counter

Washbasin unit with fluted 
glass doors* 100cm

Washbasin unit with metal 
mesh doors* 100cm

Description Code  
Washbasin unit  66740 

Description Code  
Washbasin unit  66741 

Washbasin unit with fluted 
glass doors* 100cm

Washbasin unit with open blue 
glass shelves* 100cm

Products

Washbasin units

Description Code  
Washbasin unit 66739 

Description Code  
Washbasin unit  66738 
(125cm shelf width)

Ceramic counter
100cm

Wall hung

Floor standing

*Ceramic counter and washbasin sold separately

∙—

For countertop taps

For wall-mounted and 
built-in taps

Step 1 Step 2

Choose metal mesh  
or fluted glass doors

Choose wall hung
or floor standing

Step 3

Choose a ceramic counter

Simple countertop  
for furniture use

Countertop taps

(See compatibility table for details)  

Step 4 Step 5

Choose inset or countertop 
washbasin 

Choose a compatible tap

Create your  
washbasin unit

Wall-mounted and built-in taps

∙—
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Tom DixonLiquid

∙— ∙—

Description Code  
WC with hidden fixing  7320B403-0075 

Floor standing back-to-wall WC Rim-ex, 
white* 54cm

Description Code  
Vibration sensor, back  7324B003-5330  
inlet, battery operated
Vibration sensor, back 7324B003-5331  
inlet, mains operated

Description Code  
Floor standing bidet 7322B403-0288 

Description Code  
Wall hung bidet 7323B403-0288  

Description Code  
WC with hidden fixing  7321B403-0075 

Description Code 
Wired to room lighting 66743

Description Code 
Double coloured 66744

Description Code 
Mirror 66744 
Shelf 7309B403-0155

Flush plate†

Products

WCs, Bidets, Urinals

Wall hung WC Rim-ex, white* 
54cm

Illuminated LED mirror with ceramic frame
50x80cm

Two-tone mirror
56.5x80cm

Two-tone mirror, with ceramic shelf
56.5x80cm

WC seat, white 
54cm

Wall hung bidet, white  
54cm

Floor standing back-to-wall bidet, white 
54cm

Urinal with touch-free flushing mechanism, 
white 40x60cm

Mirrors

Description Code  
Duroplast, soft close 137-003R009  
quick release

Description Code  
Chrome 740-2180 
Gloss black 740-2101 

*WC seat sold separately. †Compatible with VitrA concealed cisterns

Description Code  
Without tap hole,  7318B403-0016  
without overflow hole

Description Code  
With tap hole,  7316B403-0001  
with overflow hole
With two tap holes,  7316B403-1740  
with overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7316B403-0012  
with overflow hole
With tap hole,  7316B403-0041  
without overflow hole
With two tap holes,  7316B403-1739  
without overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7316B403-0016  
without overflow hole

Description Code  
With tap hole,  7313B403-0001  
with overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7313B403-0012  
with overflow hole
With tap hole,  7313B403-0041  
without overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7313B403-0016  
without overflow hole 
Pedestal 7319B403-0156 

Description Code  
With tap hole,  7314B403-0001  
with overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7314B403-0012  
with overflow hole
With tap hole,  7314B403-0041  
without overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7314B403-0016  
without overflow hole 
Pedestal 7319B403-0156 

Description Code  
With tap hole,  7317B403-0001  
with overflow hole
With two tap holes,  7317B403-1740  
with overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7317B403-0012  
with overflow hole
With tap hole,  7317B403-0041  
without overflow hole
With two tap holes,  7317B403-1739  
without overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7317B403-0016  
without overflow hole 
Pedestal 7319B403-0156 

Description Code  
With tap hole,  7315B403-0041  
without overflow hole
Without tap hole,  7315B403-0016  
without overflow hole

Description Code  
Without tap hole,  7311B403-0016  
without overflow hole

Description Code  
Without tap hole,  7312B403-0016  
without overflow hole

Washbasin, white
40cm

Washbasin, white
80cm

Washbasin, white
60cm

Monoblock washbasin, white 
40cm

Washbasins
Countertop and inset

Wall hung Freestanding

Wall hung or pedestal

Inset washbasin, white 40cm   

Products

Bowl, white 40cm* Butler sink, white 60cm

Double washbasin, white 
120cm

*If used with floor standing washbasin unit,  
 basin bowl will be above standard height
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Built-in shower set

Description Code  
Chrome  A42777  
Gloss black  A4277739 
 

Liquid

Products
∙—

Tom Dixon

Description Code  
Chrome A44566  
Gloss black A4456639  

Toilet brush holder, ceramic

Double soap dispenser
holder*
Description Code  
Chrome A44567  
Gloss black A4456739 
 

Description Code  
Simple ceramic counter  7310B403-1827  
for furniture use

Ceramic counter, white
100cm

Description Code  
Ceramic stool 7326B403-0155  

Description Code  
Ceramic shelf 7309B403-0155 

Description Code  
Ceramic shelf 7307B403-0155  

Bathrobe holder

Shelf, white
40cm

Toilet roll holder

Shelf, white
60cm

Ceramic stool, white

Accessories

Complementary products

Description Code  
Chrome A44568  
Gloss black A4456839  

Description Code  
Chrome A44565  
Gloss black A4456539  

Showers

Thermostatic shower column with  
magnetic hand shower

Description Code  
Chrome  A47219  
Gloss black  A4721939  

∙—
Products

*Soap bottles not included

Built-in basin mixer, long

Description Code  
Chrome  A42689  
Gloss black  A4268939  
Concealed Part (required)  A40835  

Tall touchless basin mixerTouchless basin mixer
Description Code  
Mains operated, chrome   A42789  
Mains operated, gloss black A4278939  
Battery operated, chrome A42774 
Battery operated, gloss black  A4277439  

Description Code  
Right hand, chrome  A42775  
Right hand, gloss black  A4277539  
Left hand, chrome  A42776 
Left hand, gloss black  A4277639  

Description Code  
Chrome  A42747  
Gloss black  A4274739  

Brassware

Bidet mixer Waste covers

Bottle trap for basins

Basin mixer Basin mixer with pop-up waste

Wall mounted basin mixer

Tall basin mixer for bowls

Built-in basin mixer, short

Floor-mounted basin mixer

Basin mixer, two tap holes

Description Code  
Right hand, chrome  A42749  
Right hand, gloss black  A4274939  
Left hand, chrome  A42755 
Left hand, gloss black  A4275539  

Description Code  
Right hand, chrome  A42750  
Right hand, gloss black  A4275039  
Left hand, chrome  A42786 
Left hand, gloss black  A4278639  

Description Code  
Mains operated, chrome  A42788  
Mains operated, gloss black  A4278839  
Battery operated, chrome  A42787 
Battery operated, gloss black  A4278739  

Description Code  
Right hand, chrome  A42791  
Right hand, gloss black  A4279139  
Left hand, chrome  A42794  
Left hand, gloss black  A4279439  

Description Code  
Chrome  A42748  
Gloss black  A4274839 

Description Code  
Chrome  A42758  
Gloss black  A4275839 

Description Code  
Free flowing, chrome  A45169  
Free flowing, gloss black  A4516939  
Push-open, chrome  A45170  
Push-open, gloss black  A4517039 

Description Code  
Chrome  A45124  
Gloss black  A4512439 

Description Code  
Chrome  A42690  
Gloss black  A4269039  
Concealed Part (required)  A40835  
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∙—
Tap & washbasin  
compatibility   

Taps

Washbasins Basin mixer*
Basin mixer 
with pop-up 

waste

Tall basin 
mixer for 

bowls*

Touchless 
basin mixer

Tall touchless 
basin mixer

Basin mixer 
for 2 tap hole 

basins

Wall mounted 
basin mixer

Built-in basin 
mixer short

Built-in basin 
mixer long

Floor  
mounted 

basin mixer

Inset  
washbasin, 

40cm
• • • •

Bowl, 40cm • • • •
Inset  

washbasin, 
40cm with 

ceramic 
counter

• • • •
Bowl, 40cm 

with ceramic 
counter

• • • •
Butler sink, 

60cm • • •* • •* • •
Washbasin, 

40cm • • • • • •
Washbasin, 
40cm with 
pedestal

• • • • • • •
Washbasin, 

80cm • • • •
Washbasin, 
80cm with 
pedestal

• • • • •
Double  

washbasin, 
110cm 

• • • •
Double  

washbasin, 
110cm with 
pedestals

• • • • •
Washbasin, 

60cm • • • • • •
Monoblock 
washbasin, 

40cm
• • • •

* Butler sink with tap hole to be used with standard basin mixer. Butler sink without tap hole will require a tall basin mixer

Liquid Tom Dixon
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Plain 
K95125300001VTE0 

Plain 
K95124300001VTE0 

Plain 
K95124800001VTE0

Plain 
K95123800001VTE0 
 

Plain 
K95122800001VTE0

*White has a cream tone

Half dot decor  
K95125500001VTE0 

Half dot decor 
K95124500001VTE0 

Half dot decor 
K95125000001VTE0 

Half dot decor 
K95124000001VTE0  

Half dot decor 
K95123000001VTE0 

Half line decor  
K95125700001VTE0  

Half line decor  
K95124700001VTE0  

Half line decor 
K95125200001VTE0

Half line decor 
K95124200001VTE0  

Half line decor 
K95123200001VTE0

Dot decor 
K95125400001VTE0 

Dot decor 
K95124400001VTE0 

Dot decor 
K95124900001VTE0 

Dot decor 
K95123900001VTE0 

Dot decor 
K95122900001VTE0

Line decor 
K95125600001VTE0 

Line decor 
K95124600001VTE0 

Line decor 
K95125100001VTE0 

Line decor 
K95124100001VTE0 

Line decor 
K95123100001VTE0 
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Wall tiles

All Liquid tiles are 20 x 20 cm and come in boxes of 25. They have a gloss finish and a 
non-rectifed edge.
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Half line decor Line decorPlain

Liquid

Suggested tile  
patterns ∙—

Tom Dixon

∙—

Dot decorPlain Half dot decor Half line decor Line decorPlainHalf dot decor Half line decor Line decorPlain

Dot decorPlain Half dot decor Half line decor Line decorHalf dot decor
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Half line decor Line decorPlain

Liquid

Suggested tile  
patterns ∙—

Tom Dixon

∙—

Half dot decor Half line decorPlainHalf dot decor Half line decor

Dot decorPlain Half dot decor Half line decor Line decorHalf dot decor
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Disclaimer

VitrA is a British registered trademark 
under no. 15153131515313. 

Our policy is one of continuous product 
improvement and we reserve the right to  
alter product specification without notice. 
VitrA reserves the right to discontinue 
products in this brochure.

Every effort has been made to make the 
colour, finishes and dimensions in this 
brochure as accurate as possible, however, 
we cannot guarantee an exact match.

VitrA UK
Park 34 Collet Way,
Didcot Oxon OX11 7WB
Phone:  +44 (0) 1235 750 990
Email:  info@vitra.co.uk
www.vitra.co.uk

VitrA London
Turnmill Building,  
64 Turnmill Street,
London, EC1M 5RR
Phone:  +44 (0) 203 687 3150 
Email:  london@vitra.co.uk
www.london.vitra.co.uk
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